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What is Over 3/3.5 in football betting? How to cal
Inviato da reborn01791 - 08/04/2024 06:46
_____________________________________

Over 3/3.5 is a type of bet placed on the total number of goals scored in a match at betting sites, where
players predict whether the total goals will be higher or lower than 3.25. 
With relatively straightforward gameplay, this type of bet is considered a top choice, suitable for
beginners. In the following article, let's explore football tips for today in detail what Over 3/3.5 means and
how to play this bet for maximum effectiveness! 
  
Overview of Over 3/3.5 bets for beginners: 
Over 3/3.5 bets, often referred to by experienced football bettors as Over 3 1/2 bets, are relatively simple
and easy to understand. New players need not concern themselves with which team wins or loses. The
only thing to focus on is the total number of goals scored in the match, to determine whether to bet Over
or Under. 
If a match has a total score of more than 3.5 goals, those betting on Over 3.5 will win; conversely, if the
total goals are less than 3.5, those betting on Under will win. If this bet is offered at the start of the
match, it's likely that there will be many goals scored. Therefore, when the 3/3.5 bet appears, the
following scenarios may occur: 
Scenario 1: The favored team demonstrates superior performance, professionalism, and strength over
the underdog, possibly with a handicap of 1.5 to 2 goals. This leads to higher odds for the Over/Under
bet. 
Scenario 2: When the strength of the two teams is relatively balanced, but the play style tends towards
attacking, it creates many goal-scoring opportunities. 
Scenario 3: When two teams have a history of high-scoring matches whenever they face each other. 
Guide to understanding Over 3/3.5 bets: 
After understanding what Over 3/3.5 bets entail, the next step is knowing how to interpret this type of
bet. This is crucial for effective betting. Therefore, the Over 3 1/2 bet is read similarly to Over/Under
1.5/2 bets as follows: 
#1. Betting on Over in Over 3/3.5: 
When players bet on Over in Over/Under 3/3.5, two scenarios can occur: 
Win: Players betting on Over (Over bet) win if the total number of goals in the match is equal to or
greater than 4 (2/2, 4-0, 3/1, etc.). 
Loss: If the total number of goals in the match is equal to or less than 3 (1-1, 0-2, etc.), players betting
on Over will lose the amount wagered. 
#2. Betting on Under in Over 3/3.5: 
Similar to betting on Over, when players bet on Under, two scenarios can occur: 
Win: If the total number of goals in the match is equal to or less than 3, players betting on Under win
(0-3, 2-1, 1-1, etc.). 
Loss: If the total number of goals in the match is equal to or greater than 4, players betting on Under will
lose (4-0, 3-1, 5-1, etc.). 
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Find out more : free vip betting tips telegram 
  
How to calculate the outcome of Over/Under 3.5 goals handicap - Illustrated with the match between
France and Belarus 
Understanding the calculation of this betting handicap is quite simple. For example, let's consider the
Over/Under 3/3.5 goal handicap between the national teams of France and Belarus in the World Cup
2018 qualifiers in the European region. The calculation of the betting outcome will be as follows: 
If the total number of goals scored in the match is equal to or greater than 4: The match has an Over
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outcome. At this point, the odds are 0.78. Those who placed their bets on the Over (betting on Team
France) will win. If you bet 1000, you will win 1000 * 0.78=780. If you bet on Under, you will lose entirely,
losing 1000. 
If the total number of goals scored in the match is equal to or less than 3: The match has an Under
outcome. At this point, the odds are 0.9. Those who bet on Under (betting on Team Belarus) will win. If
you bet 1000, you will win 1000 * 0.9=900. If you bet on Over, you will lose entirely, losing 1000. 
Effective strategies for playing Over/Under 3/3.5 goals 
Utilize analytical thinking: Utilize analyzing information about both teams participating in the match.
Consider not only their attacking capabilities but also defensive strategies and the current quality of the
teams. Additionally, consider the impact of playing at home or away, as this will give you a broader and
clearer perspective on everything. 
Pay attention to the odds: Before deciding to bet on the Over/Under 3-3.5 odds, check the provided
odds. These odds may vary depending on various factors. Understanding higher odds can help you
optimize profits from your assessments. 
Avoid decisions based on emotions: An important tip when participating in football betting is to limit
decisions based on emotions or preferences for a specific team. Instead, focus on understanding the
meaning of the Over/Under 3-3.5 odds and apply a systematic method to analyze information
objectively. Avoid being swayed by subjective opinions and perform logically sound calculations.
Approaching your betting with thorough research and evaluation is your main goal. This is an intelligent
method to minimize challenges and increase winning opportunities in betting. Always aim for winning
based on thorough research and evaluation. This is a smart approach to minimize risks. 
Choose suitable matches for Over/Under 3-3.5 odds: When applying the Over/Under odds, choosing
suitable matches is crucial. This type of bet is often used in matches with strong attacks from one team
and weak defense from the other. It also appears in important matches, where each goal can determine
the progress of both teams. Derby matches are often noteworthy for this type of bet. In such matches,
the competition and clashes between the two teams create a special atmosphere that encourages
scoring. Both teams usually play with determination and maximum effort to win, which enhances the
possibility of scoring additional goals. 
  
Conclusion 
The soccer tips app has summarized detailed information about what Over/Under 3/3.5 odds are for
newcomers. Hopefully, with the amount of information provided by Wintips, it will somewhat help you
understand more about this type of betting and win substantial amounts of money!
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